
Release Notes 2.77 -  Wednesday, November 17, 2021

Greetings Easies! Here are the notes for release 2.77. In this release, we worked on
a couple of enhancements in the ADP Workforce Now integration and also fixed a
few bugs in the reports and timecards area. Kindly send us an email with your
feedback to products@easyclocking.com. Stay tuned for upcoming updates.

Enhancements/Add-ons:
1. “ADP WFN Integration” - Position tile in ADP WFN will now be the position name

in EasyClocking: Before this update, when we bring the "positions" from ADP WFN we
are putting the position code as the name in EasyClocking and this information is
irrelevant for the person that manages the system. We have enhanced the experience for
an easier way to locate the position names from ADP WFN in EasyClocking.

2. “ADP WFN Integration” - ADP WFN locations will now sync to EasyClocking in
the synchronization process: Before this update, locations created in ADP WFN were
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not syncing with EasyClocking in the employee data synchronization process. ADP WFN
locations will now sync and will be available to be used in EasyClocking for assignment
to employee’s profile.

3. “Critical Setting” - Removed the “Use Questionnaire for PC punches” setting: This
setting is now available for admins to enable on their own once the questionnaire module
is added to the account and the user has privileges to manage questionnaires. This setting
is available in the questionnaire configuration window.



Fixed Errors/Bugs:
1. “ADP WFN integration” - Issue with employee synchronization process: When an

ADP company has more than 100 employees and our pulling system tries to retrieve them
from the ADP api, the last response comes as "" instead of a valid JSON response. In this
case, the deserialization process raises an error.

2. “Reports” - Issue when filtering hours for specific projects / jobs when the punches
are from the mobile app: The reports did not display the hours of the projects / jobs
when the punches were from the mobile application. When the user would try to filter by
a specific project and job this data would not be generated on the report.



3. Timecards / Projects & Jobs - Issue when modifying projects & jobs on employee
timecards: We corrected an issue that was preventing admins from modifying the project
and job for employee timecards. This error mainly occurs with mobile punches.


